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Betreff: Session over Lunch

Session over Lunch:  
How to Make Boards Work in times of constant change? 

an intimate debate on international board work chaired by Kienbaum 

Friday, 27th January 2017, 12:00 – 15:00  
Düsseldorf Industrie-Club, Elberfelder Str. 6, 40213 Düsseldorf

Dear Ladies, 

In the view of a rapidly changing business landscape where breakthrough technologies, regulatory 
changes and demographic shifts have far-reaching impact on industries and corporations alike, there 
seem to be many good arguments on the need to look carefully at boardroom composition and 
governance. In a panel discussion – moderated by Sabine Hansen, Director Board Services & Executive 
Search, Kienbaum – with international board members from top-notch institutions insights and 
innovations on how to best navigate company’s future and respond adequately to the challenges & 
opportunities ahead will be shared. Among the panelists we welcome: 

Dr. Elisabetta Castiglioni 
former Member of the Board of Directors and Head Business Unit Digital, Telecom Austria 

Dr. Natalie Daghles 
International M&A Legal Advisor, Latham & Watkins 

Dr. Karin Dorrepaal 
Member of the Board of Directors of Gerresheimer AG and Paion AG 

Martina Merz 
Member of the Board of Directors of AB Volvo, SAF Holland SA, NV Bekaert SA and Lufthansa Group 

Prof. Dr. Bernd Schichold
Corporate Governance Advisor & General Manager Safe GmbH 

Kienbaum Consultants International is an HR and management consulting enterprise that is 
dedicated to moving people in organizations on their way to successful changes and transformations. 
Kienbaum actively supports its clients with executive search, human capital services, change and 
organization consulting, and communication services. Kienbaum was founded more than 70 years ago 
and is still being managed by the Kienbaum family and its managing partners.  

Cost Contribution: A three courses lunch menu including an aperitif and table water will be offered at a 
price of € 49,- / participant. Cash payment will be made on-site. To guarantee a confirmed seat a pre-

elisabeth.schoettler@kienbaum.deregistration until Friday, 20th January 2017 by e-mail to  is required. 
For short-term cancellations upon registration date the participation fee will also be charged. 

We look forward to welcoming you at this prestigious event.

www.kienbaum.com 


